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1. INTRODUCTION
EL CANTÓN QUARRY is located in the Municipality of El Cantón, Murcia
province, Spain.

The quarry was working for 8 years to extract red coral variety blocks of marble.

The restoration project began when the reserves were finished with the aim of integrating
the affected area into its environment.
Below we will describe the most important actions carried out during the execution of the
project.
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2 QUARRY RESTORATION PROJECT
The restoration project main objectives were:




Morphological restitution filling the quarry hole with the rock deposited in
the dump.
Landscape integration of the restored quarry with its environment.
Development of native fauna and flora.

A brief description about project main difficulties:







Existence of vertical and smooth slopes, generated by cutting with a
diamond wire.
High slope due to the original topography itself and the fact that this is a
hillside quarry.
High presence of oversizes deposited in the hillside dump (lower zone).
High risk of erosion.
Insufficient volume of topsoil.
Existence of adjacent quarry.

At a global level we can differentiate three types of areas to restore:




Upper area of the quarry.
Main quarry face and pit.
Hillside dump.

2.1 Initial state description
The restored area is divided into 3 zones:
1) Upper quarry workbenches: characterized by its forced slope (vertical at 90
degrees) finished with diamond wire cutting and narrow berms.

2) Main quarry face and pit: characterized by the existence of several banks
or levels with forced slopes (vertical at 90 degrees) finished with drilling or
diamond wire cutting.
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3) Hillside dump: located at lower quarry area and characterized by the large
size of the rock portions deposited.

2.2 Upper quarry workbenches restoration
The main objectives to be achieved in this area were:
-

Break the straight structures generated by the quarry extraction works using a
rock excavator hammer.

-

Restore and reshape topography by filling with rocks from the dump.
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-

Cover the filled areas with topsoil mixed with herbaceous seeds.

-

Plant pine trees and native shrubs.

2.3 Main quarry face and pit restoration
The main objectives to be achieved in this area were:
-

Restore and reshape topography by partial filling with rocks from the dump.
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-

Leave the upper area of the slope unfilled with an irregular shape or drilled and
partially colored with natural dyes. This area is not filled to reduce the slope of
the filled areas.

-

Cover the filled areas with topsoil mixed with herbaceous seeds.

2.4 Hillside dump restoration.
The main objectives to be achieved in this area were:
-

Recovery of existing topsoil for use in the project.
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-

Loading and transport of all large blocks rejected by the quarry. These blocks are
placed in the core of the fill to eliminate its visual impact.

-

Partial dismantling of the dump to reduce the slope and remodel morphologically.

-

Placement of drainage layer at the base of the dump. The drainage layer is built
with crushed rock with a rock hammer excavator.

-

Cover the filled areas with topsoil mixed with herbaceous seeds.
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-

Plant pine trees and native shrubs.

From a general point of view, the execution of the restoration project has covered
the following objectives:
 Topographic restitution by filling in the mining hole and subsequent
remodeling work.
 The design of irregular terraces of great width and inward slope favors
infiltration, reduces velocity, directs water towards drainage areas and
reduces erosion.
 Better landscape integration with its environment.

Now, the scarcity of soil, the erosion generated by torrential rains, the warm
climate of the area and the low volume of annual rainfall are very important factors
in the evolution and final result of the restoration project.
The company will continue working to get the best possible result…
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